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Strong and flavorful Vietnamese coffee makes converts as
quickly as it raises pulses. French colonists might have
introduced coffee to Vietnam, but the morning cup of ca
phe soon became a local habit. With variations that make

use of yoghurt, eggs and even fruit, Vietnamese coffee has devel-
oped a style of its own.

The secrets of Vietnamese coffee
The preparation process, as well as the blend of beans,

helps give Vietnamese coffee its particular style. Most of the
Vietnamese coffee bean plantations are located in the area of
Da Lat, nicely nicknamed ‘Europe of Vietnam’ because of its
fresher climate and hilly landscape. Most of the tea, coffee and
even the flowers sold across the country are originally grown
there in the south.

But what makes Vietnamese coffee so flavorful? Some will
argue it’s the filter drip, but the traditional roasting way actually
makes for its special intense taste: the Vietnamese can roast it
with rice wine, a pinch of salt, and butter. This last ingredient is
the reason why slow-drip coffee in Vietnam can sport a slight oily
texture. Some roasteries add flavors such as chocolate or caramel,
all very much to the taste of local coffee drinkers. 

Coarsely ground beans go into a French drip filter (called a
phin), which sits on top of the cup. The beans are weighted down
with a thin lid, hot water is added to the phin, and then the water
slowly trickles through into the cup. This operation should be re-
peated at least twice before the drip actually produces enough
coffee to be enjoyed.

Different types of coffee in Vietnam
In Vietnam, coffee has long overtaken its nature of simple

drink. Below are some of the most famous recipes you can try
while traveling across the country. Far from being fancy,  it is com-
mon to find many of them in most traditional coffee places.

Coffee with milk (ca phe nau or ca phe sua)
Most people drink the dark, strong brew with sweetened con-

densed milk, a practice that began because the French couldn’t
easily acquire fresh milk. Up to this day, fresh milk is not a com-
mon ingredient found in traditional coffee shops. You could ask
but shouldn’t count on it. In the north of Vietnam, the mixture of
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Yoghurt coffee.
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